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On the Existence of Competitive Equilibrium

By Kaneyuki YAMAMOTO and Ryosuke HOTAKA
Hokkaido University and 0taru College of Commerce

(Comm. by Kinjir6 KUNUGI, M.J.A., March 12, 1966)

The purpose of this note is to show the existence of competitive
equilibrium for an economy, where the excess demand function is
supposed to be a point-to-set mapping, without the aid of fixed point
theorems.)

First, the economic model in question will be specified with the
help of the following notations and terminology, where all commodities
are labeled i- 1, 2, ..., n;

X. the commodity space (mathematically, an n-dimensional
Euclidean space R);)

P" the set of price vectors (mathematically, a R with the
origin 0 deleted);

E(p). the excess demand function (mathematically, a point-to-
set mapping from P into X).

p*e P will be called an equilibrium price vector, if there exists
x* e E(p*) such that 0>__x*. Our main concern is with the existence of
such equilibrium price vectors. To this end, the following assumptions
may be imposed on E(p):

(C) E(p) is continuous on P, i.e., both upper semi-continuous
and lower semi-continuous on P. Furthermore the set E(p) is compact
for all p e S;

(H) E(p) is positive homogeneous of degree zero, i.e.,
E(p)-E(p) for all >0 and p e P;

(W) The generalized Walras law holds, i.e.,
(p, )) ___< 0 for all p e P and e E(p);

(S) Weak gross substitutability prevails, i.e., p>= q and p-q
imply that >__y holds for any x eE(p) and any y eE(q) (i--
1,2, ..., n).

1) Similar developments are found in the following papers. H. Nikaido:
Generalized gross substitutability and extremization, in Advances in Game Theory,
Princeton U. P., 55-68 (1964). K. Kuga: Weak gross substitutability and the
existence of competitive equilibrium, in Econometrica, 33, 593-599 (1965).

2) The element of R may be considered as the row vector. 0-(0, 0,..-,0).
e-(1,1, .-., 1). For x=(x, x., ..., ) and y=(yl, t2, ", Y) >=y means x>=y for i=

1,2,...,n. R denotes the set {pipeRs, logO}. S denotesthe set plpeP,=11o=l
3) (p, x)= p, where 1o=(p,, 102, ..., pn) and x=(xl, x., ..., x).
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Now we have all concepts needed to state
Theorem. An economy wih E(p) satisfying (C), (H), W), and

(S) has an equilibrium price vector.
Proof. For e0, let M be the set of all />__0 such that
max O,+ee>=ttp for some peS and some xeE(p).

Clearly e e M. Since the set E(S)- U E(p) is compact, there

exists a positive number such that e>_-max 0, x+ee for all
p e S and all x e E(p). Hence M is bounded.

Next consider any sequence {/} such that lim/--fi and/ e M
for all y. Then there exist sequences {p} and {x} such that pe S,
x e E(p) and max 0, x + ee_>_ ap. Since S and E(S) are compact,
we may without loss of generality that limp-e S and limx

5e E(S). Then, by the upper semi-continuity of E(p), we have
Z e E(). Moreover, max 0, Z + ee >__ fi and fi >__ 0. Therefore fi e M.
Thus it has been shown that M is closed.

Putting 2-sup M, it follows from the closedness of M that
2e M. Hence there exist pe S and xe E(p9 such that
( 1 ) max [0, x] +ee>__p.
It can be shown that equality holds in (1). Assume the contrary
and suppose, after a suitable renumbering, that the following system
of inequalities holds for some m(O(m(n)"
2 max 0, x + e>p for i-1, 2, ..., m,

and
( 3 ) max 0, x; +e= i’p$ for i-m+ 1, ..., n.
Let p-(p+l/, p, p, ..., p). Then lim p-p’. By the lower

semi-continuity of E(p), lim x-x for some sequence {x} such that

x e E(p) for all . Therefore there exists a positive integer N
such that
(4) max,0, x+e>’p for i--1, 2, ..., m.
For i>m, p-p. Since p>=p’, x e E(p) and x e E(p), this implies

x => x by (S). Using (3),
( 5 max 0, x +e >= max 0, x + e-- ’p-- ,pV for i--m+ 1, ..., n.
Combining (4) with (5), it has been shown that

maxO,x+ee>p--2(. N ).N+I
p

E[ N

by (H), and N p e S. Thus 2 e M*, eontradieting to the deft-
N+I

nition of 2*.

4) max [0, x]=(max [0, z,], max [0, x.], ..-, max [0,
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Since is a nondecreasing function with respect to e and bounded
from below, there exists a 0 such that lim _o. Corresponding

to any r, as already shown, there exist p and x such that

6 p e S, z. E(p) and max 0, x/] +--le-2p/.
Then, since S and E(S) are compact, we may assume without loss of
generality that lim p’/:-p* e S, lira x/- x* e E(S). By the upper

semi-continuity of E(p), we have also x*e E(p*).
Letting r-++o in (6), we have max E0, z._20p..
This and (W) imply that

0>_2O(p., x*)-, 20plz1_ (max E0, z_q)_>-0.
i=l i=1

Hence __<0 for all i-l, 2,..., n. Thus p* is an equilibrium price
vector. Q.E.D.


